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l. LetS be a closed and bounded set in a metric space (X, d). A point 
8 E Sis said to be boundedly exposed, or to belong to b(S), if and only if 
an open ball B= B(c, r) = {xid(x, c) <r} exists in X- {8} such thatS- {8}CB 
and 8 EB-B. A point s E S is said to be a-boundedly exposed, or to 
belong to ab(S) if a sequence of open balls Bn = B(cn, rn) exists in X- {8} 
with the following properties: 
( 1.1) (n=1, 2, 3, ... ); 
(1.2) the diameter of S- Bn tends to zero as n increases; 
00 
(1.3) s E bdry( U Bn). 
1 
Obviously a boundedly exposed point if! a-boundedly exposed. If X is 
00 
a normed linear space then, since U Bn is both open and convex, it 
1 
follows from ( 1.3) that any a-boundedly exposed point of S is actually 
an exposed point of S. 
It is the main purpose of this note to show that in a Banach space 
satisfying suitable convexity and smoothness conditions ab(S) =1= rp, and 
in the special case of a Hilbert space even b(S)=/=rp. To this end we now 
define the two properties of normed spaces that will be used in the hypo-
theses of Theorem l. 
2. A normed linea.r space X is said to have property ( U D) if for any 
s, 0<s<;2, there is a.n ?J(e)>O such that iff is any continuous linear 
functional on X with IIIII = 1 then the diameter of the set 
E(f,b)={xif(x);;;.l-!5 and [[xll<l} 
does not exceeds whenever b<;?J(e); (Cf. [2, p. 113]). RusTON [5] proved 
that (UD) is equivalent to uniform convexity [1]. 
A normed linear space X is said to have property (J) if every bounded 
closed convex set in X can be represented as the intersection of a family 
of closed balls; (Cf. [4, p. 976]}. 
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PHELPS [4]1) strengthened a result of MAZUR [3] according to which 
all reflexive Banach spaces having a strongly differentiable norm have 
property (I). 
Theorem 1. Suppose X is a Banach space having both property 
(UD) and (I). If S is a nonempty closed and bounded set in X then 
ab(S)=Fr/>. 
Proof. Let c1 be an arbitrary point of X and suppose ft is the smallest 
number for which Ot=O(ct, ft}={xlllx-ctll<:ft} contains S. If S is a 
singleton the theorem is trivially true; otherwise f1 > 0. Assuming 
this let (h=n(2~), where d=diam (S), and choose Xt ES so that 
II X1- c1ll > r1 ( 1- i) . Let h be a continuous linear functional with 
h cl !: =~:II) = 1 = II fill. If Dl = fl E(f, /J) -+Ct then, it is readily seen that 
Dt C Ct, diam (Dt) < d/2 and x1 cf= Ct- D1. Since 01- D1 is closed, bounded 
and convex property (I) implies the existence of rt > 0 and Ct EX such 
that the open ball B1 = B( Ct, rt) :JOt- Dt and Xt ¢ Bt. Since S- Bt C Dt 
we have diam (S-Bt)<d/2. 
Suppose that Bn=B(cn,rn) and XnES are already defined so that 
diam (S-Bn) .;;;;dJ2n, Xn cf= En and (ifn:;;.2) Bn-l C Bn. Then we proceed 
to define Bn+l and Xn+I as follows. Cn+l will be the closed ball C(Cn+t, fn+t) 
centered at Cn+l =Cn with fn+l the smallest radius for which Cn+l :J S; 
~ . ( d fn+l- rn) d . . un+l =min 2 +1 _ , _ an Xn+l IS a pomt n rn+l rn+I of S with 
II Xn+l- Cn+tll ? fn+l ( 1- /J;+l). 
If /n+l is a continuous linear functional satisfying 
I ( Xn+l - Cn+l ) _ -n+t II - II =1=11/n+rl! and Dn+l=rn+tEUn+b /Jn+I)+cn+l Xn+l- Cn+l 
then, as can be easily seen, Dn+l C Cn+l- Bn, Xn+l cf= Cn+l -Dn+l and 
diam (Dn+l) .;;;;dj2n+1 . By (I) there is a closed ball containing Cn+l -Dn+l 
and not containing Xn+l· A concentric Bn+l therefore exists such that 
Xn+l f/= Bn+l :J Bn+l :J Cn+l- Dn+l· Hence diam (S- Bn+l) < df2n+l and 
Bn C Cn+l- Dn+l C Bn+l· 
The sequence {Bn} thus defined satisfies the conditions (1.1) and (1.2). 
The sequence {xn} is clearly a Cauchy sequence inS which is eventually 
00 
inX-Bnforn=1, 2, .... Itfollowsfrom(l.2)thats=limxn Ebdry(U B,,) 
so that (1.3) holds too and s E ab(S) as asserted. 1 
1) I am indebted to Professor L. M. Kelly for this reference. 
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3. In this section we prove that in Hilbert space b(S) =1= cp. To facilitate 
the proof we bring the following lemma the verification of which is straight-
forward and omitted. 
Lemma 1. Let U be the open unit ball in the Hilbert space H and 
xeU-U. Suppose f(z)=<z,x>, a>1 and 0<15<1. Then 
(3.1) lly+ ~II< _1_ +1- ~ 
a-1 a-1 a 
for all y such that IIYII < 1 and f(y) < 1- 15. 
A suitable magnification followed by a translation yields the following. 
Corollary. Let B(e,r) =rU +e and X2=r(1- (15f2a)) +e then we obtain 
from (3.1) 
(3.2) Xa ¢ B(e', r') ::> B C e', r') ::> B(e, r) -D 
where 
Thus ass--+ oo (and r remains fixed) lie' -ell tends to zero in the above 
configuration. 
Theorem 2. LetS be a closed and bounded set in a Hilbert space H. 
Then· b(S) =I= cp. 
Proof. Let c~, f1 and 151 be as in the proof of Theorem 1. We choose a1 
large enough so as to have f1/a1 -1 < t and then x1 E S so that 
llx1- c1ll > f1(1- (15I/2ai)). 
We then define e1 and r1 setting 
e1 = c1-~ ~ and, r1 +f1 (-1- + 1- i). 
a1 - 1 llx1ll a1- 1 a1 
It follows from the preceding corollary that lle1- c1ll < t and 
X!¢ 'fh ::> 'fh ::> 01-Dl 
where, again, B1=B(e~, r1) e1=0(c~, f1), D1=f1E(/, 15)+el and 
diam ( S- B1),.;;;;; d/2. 
Suppose that Bn and Xn ES are already defined so that diam (S- Bn) ..;;;df2n, 
Xn ¢ Bn and, if n;;.2, Bn-1 C Bn; in addition let also llen-en-lll<1/2n. 
Then with On+l and 15n+l defined as in the proof of Theorem 1 an+l, Xn+l, 
en+l and Tn+l are defined in terms of Cn+l =en, fn+l and 15n+l in a manner 
analogous to that used when defining a~, x~, e1 and r1 in terms of c1, f1 
and 151. 
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In addition to the properties obtained in section 2 for Bn and Xn the 
sequence {en} as presently defined is a Cauchy sequence; hence convergent. 
It is now clear that if C= lim Cn and 8= lim Xn then B(c, llc-sll) and 
n-+00 
s satisfy the defining conditions for s to be boundedly exposed. 
4. Remarks 
4.1 Without some convexity and smoothness assumptions on the 
Banach space X Theorem l may fail even for compactS. Indeed if X is 
the space of all ordered pairs x = (x1, x2 ) of real numbers with llxll = 
=max ( lx1l, lx2 1) and S is the closed unit ball then as can be easily seen 
ab(S) = cp. 
4.2 If S is assumed to be compact strict convexity of X will suffice 
to assure that b(S) 7'c cp. Indeed let c EX -S be arbitrary and let 
r= sup llc-xll· Then the compactness of S implies the existence of s ES 
s 
with lls-cll=r. The ball B(2c-s, 2r) can be seen to satisfy the defining 
conditions for s to be boundedly exposed. 
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